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Abstract. In this paper we propose a modular WCET analysis which is
built around a rewrite-based formal specification of an embedded system.
Designing and analyzing embedded systems means that both hardware
and software behavioral aspects should be considered. Such aspects are
captured using the notion of system configuration. The modular WCET
analysis uses a configuration-based design methodology, which is then
instantiated to accommodate data and flow abstractions. The instantiations require no modifications of the original rewrite-based formal specification. We implement the configuration-based modular WCET analysis,
and investigate its behavior with respect to a reusability metric.

1

Introduction

Interaction between an embedded real-time system and the external environment
could be stated as a set of timing constraints. To ensure the system correctness
w.r.t. timing behavior, a schedulability analysis, which requires worst case execution times (WCETs) of the component tasks, is performed over this set of
constraints. The quality of the schedulability depends on the quality of the computed WCETs, therefore, apart from their intrinsic guarantee w.r.t. safety, they
also should be tight.
A method for timing (WCET) analysis attempts to determine execution (upper) timing bounds of a program running on a specified architecture [21]. Existing approaches exploits this natural modularity, providing solutions for the
path analysis and respectively, for the processor behavior analysis. A path analysis problem concerns with finding the longest execution path regardless of the
architecture behavior, while a processor behavior analysis computes invariants
wrt the instructions’ behavior in the presence of the underlying architecture. A
successful approach for WCET analysis proposes an integer linear programming
(ILP) solution [18, 15] for the path analysis and uses abstract interpretation [7]
for various micro-architecture elements or combinations of them [12, 14, 19, 20].
ILP + AI method achieved industrial success through tools such as aiT tool [1].
We approach the timing analysis problem from a slightly different perspective. We rely, as introduced in [3], on a formal definition of the Simplescalar PISA
assembly language [4] as the central piece of a framework for timing analysis.
A language formal definition (syntax + semantics) contains all the necessary
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information that could be used to build specialized analyses over it. Therefore,
the well-tested formal executable semantics should serve as a trusted kernel for a
timing analyzer. We also define parametric instruction and data caches behaviors
to serve as starting point for processor behavior abstractions. Our design goal
is to keep this kernel unmodified when we define the program and architecture
analyses. We use a specialized, rewrite-based framework, called K [17], which
allows explicit representation and manipulation of program configurations. K
comes with a concise notation to define the rewrite rules, using a novel concept
called context transformation [13]. We elaborate more on this in the next section.
In [2] we present a rewrite-based encoding of the ILP+AI approach for timing
analysis. In this paper we show how this method, as well as constant propagation
and interval analysis, are instances of a general methodology of abstractization
via configuration. We start with the specification of the entire system, arranged
into separate modules which communicates among each others via messages
(functions). Since we work in a rewriting environment, each module is a rewritelogic theory, consisting, in our case of a set of equations and rewrite rules. Also,
each module contains a sub-configuration that, together with the ones from
the imported modules, has the necessary information to define the behavior. We
name this the concrete representation of the system. Further, we propose a metaalgorithm to generate abstract rule schemata for timing analysis abstractions.
This algorithm starts with an abstract configuration that contains a wrapped
concrete sub-configuration and the messages of interest that are to be monitored
during the abstract execution. The general idea is that the abstraction monitors
the flow of execution as it is defined by the formal executable semantics and
the architecture description. When a message of interest occurs, the abstract
execution stops the concrete counterpart and process the available information.
There are three kinds of rewrite rules that are generated: one for the initialization
of the abstract execution, a set of rules to stop the concrete execution and another
set to resume it.
Our modeling methodology is based on this context transformation and the
inherited modularity of the K framework. The generic modular system, where
the constitute modules communicate through a message passing mechanism, uses
the underlying K framework technology - through a special K cell called k which
plays a data bus role. First, we discuss the design aspects of our approach and
then the analysis part.
Design - We take the general configuration C , which comprises of all semantic
entities of the specified system and split it into the sub-configurations C1 , C2 , . . . ,
Cn , each Ci , included into a separate K module. The k cell is included into each
of the Ci sub-configurations and it is used for the computational purpose and
to pass messages among modules and to facilitate, in this way, the interaction
between modules. These messages play the role of meta-assertions between modules. Therefore, a concrete execution in this system is an interleaving between
computations and messages that are interchanged between modules.
Analysis - We define abstractions in the following way: wrap the concrete
sub-configurations of interest into a configuration wrap(Ci ), and define the ab-
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stract configuration A, which has as sub-configuration wrap(Ci ). The initial
split of C into Ci s allows, when the abstraction is applied, to execute only the
system’s functionality that is of interest. Moreover, the abstraction controls the
”concrete” execution and enables functionality reuse. A different consequence of
this modeling methodology is that it permits to implant certain characteristics
of the concrete semantic entities.
Before we present an instance of our design methodology for the worst case
execution time (WCET) analysis of embedded programs, we motivate our need
for such a general modular design. A method for timing (WCET) analysis attempts to determine execution (upper) timing bounds of a program running on
a specified architecture [21]. Existing approaches exploits this natural modularity, providing solutions for the path analysis and respectively, for the processor
behavior analysis. A path analysis problem is concerned with finding the longest
execution path regardless of the architecture behavior, while a processor behavior analysis computes invariants with respect to the instructions’ behavior in the
presence of the underlying architecture.
While our methodology is general, we perform timing analysis of assembly
programs executed in the presence of instruction and data caches and a main
memory system. Our initial configuration C consists of the semantic entities to
define the assembly language as well as the micro-architecture components. A
natural split produces sub-configurations (and modules) for the language, the
instruction cache, the data cache and the main memory system. Now, the language module plays the role of the processor, as it requests information from the
memories. By wrapping language-specific semantic entities, the instruction cache
and the main memory models, we encode well-known abstract interpretation [7]
based analyses such as constant propagation [6], interval analysis [16] as well as
may and must analyses for caches [19], for the purpose of timing analysis [21].
We implement these cache behavior abstractions as part of one of the successful
WCET analysis method - the ILP+AI approach.
The modular timing analysis is prototyped in K-Maude [8], the K framework
implementation on top of Maude system [5]. The experimental results are presented with respect to a reusability metric. We measure the implementation from
the following perspective: keeping the formal semantics, how much of the concrete system is used, while the abstractions are applied. We select and conduct
experiments on a subset of the Mälardalen benchmarks [9].
Related Work In [11] it is presented a specification, in rewriting logic, of
a simple pipelined microprocessor. The goal is to formally verify its behavior.
The underlying architecture is called SPM, with only five instructions (one for
each class of instructions) and separate code and data memory modules, to
accommodate further extensions to instruction and data caches. This modeling
also includes a register file and the special register for the program counter. This
instance for timing analysis addressed a similar architecture with several notable
differences. We start with the similarities.
The two approaches consider similar semantic entities such as code and data
memory, the register file and the program counter. All these form the core of an
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instruction set architecture specification. With respect to the underlying module representation, the work in [11] use Maude, while our K definition is also
compiled into Maude modules. Another similarity is that there are application
specific modules: in the SPM case it is about a module that encode time consistency and one-step theorems, used to prove the correctness of the microprocessor,
while, in our case, there are the abstraction related modules, as well as a module with semantic operations (i.e. builtin). A final, similar point is that both
approaches are parametric. SPM is parametric in the number of registers, the
memory address and the word size, while our system is design to be parametric in the underlying builtin support, to facilitate abstraction definitions. Next,
we discuss the differences. First, the assembly language of SPM is reduced to
a minimum, while we propose, in the language semantics module a complete
implementation of a RISC language of 120 instructions. Second, the definition
of SPM considers a monolithic representation of processor and main memory
related concepts. We achieve a better modularity when we split the register file
and program counter, in the language semantics module from the main memory.
With respect to the timing analysis, a successful approach for WCET analysis
proposes an integer linear programming (ILP) solution [18, 15] for the path analysis and uses abstract interpretation [7] for various micro-architecture elements
or combinations of them [12, 14, 19, 20]. ILP+AI method achieved industrial success through the aiT tool [1]. In [2] we present a rewrite-based encoding of the
ILP+AI approach for timing analysis. In this paper we describe this encoding
as an instance of the methodology, and present several experimentation results,
with respect to the quality of the encoding.
Paper outline This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 covers some
background notions of K and overviews some aspects of the abstract interpretation and its application to WCET analysis. Sections 3 and 4 overview the general
system design, from the configurations’ perspective and respectively present several key details used to design our semantics-based instance for timing analysis.
Section 5 covers some implementation and experimental details with the current
prototype while Section 6 contains the conclusions.

2
2.1

Preliminaries
The K framework

The K framework is a rewrite-based framework specialized in the design and
analysis of programming languages. A definition in the K framework consists of
configurations, computations, and rules. The configurations, formed of K cells,
are labeled and nested structures that represent program states. A particular
cell, called k holds the list of computational tasks and it is responsible for the
computation. An example of a simple configuration for an assembly programming
language could contain the register file regs, a special register for program counter
pc and a representation of the memory mem. Using the K notation, we write it
as follows:
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hKik hRegipc hMap[Reg 7→ Val]iregs hMap[Addr 7→ Val]imem
where Reg, Val and Addr are sorts for registers, stored values and respectively
memory addresses.
The rules in K are divided into two classes: computational rules that may
be interpreted as transitions in a program execution, and structural rules that
modify a term to enable the application of a computational rule. One example
of a computation rule is the operation of a register look-up, which processes this
request in the k cell, by accessing the regs cell for the value.
h R => V . . .ik h. . . R 7→ V . . .iregs [LU − rule]
Such K rewrite rule uses an ingenious notation to identify where the rewriting
is taking place, at the cell level. For example, in case of the LU-rule, the top of
the k cell is rewritten, everything else remains the same. The cell regs holds a
mapping from registers to values. The ellipses show that the element with the key
R is somewhere in the map, not necessarily the first nor the last. It is important
to notice that the other cells in the semantics, pc and mem are not represented
explicitly in the rewrite rule. K relies on a rule completion mechanism, called
configuration abstraction, that adds the remaining part of the configuration, in
this case the cells pc and mem.
We use this form of abstraction for two purposes: first, to split the global
configuration into smaller sub-configurations (corresponding to modules) and
second, to allow cell wrapping. The latter facilitates, via matching, to abstract
away the unnecessary semantic entities. We present these in Section 5, where we
describe the implementation.
2.2

Abstract Interpretation

Abstract interpretation was introduced in [7] and since then, it established itself
as one of the major program reasoning techniques, along with model checking
and deductive verification. For a given programming language, abstract interpretation is used to systematically design several abstract semantics, connected
via the abstraction relation. Abstract interpretation has at its core the notion
of collecting semantics of a program. A collecting semantics assigns to each program point the set of states that may occur during any execution. While, in
general the collecting semantics is not computable or it cannot be efficiently
computed, in verification a la abstract interpretation, the collecting semantics is
safely approximated. The abstractions in abstract interpretation are generic, in
the sense that they are applied to the entire class of programs, for a programming language. Next we introduce the elements of the abstract interpretation
following the approach in [22].
The base of a program analysis a la abstract interpretation is the collecting
semantics, a rich semantics, from which all the other abstract semantics are
derived.
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A program analysis relies on the following two elements: an abstract domain and an abstract semantics. The abstract domain is defined by a complete
semi-lattice, a pair of monotonic (with respect to partial orderings, both in concrete and abstract) functions - called representation and concretization. The
representation function maps/represents concrete to abstract states while the
concretization function maps abstract states to sets of concrete states. The following translation holds: a concrete state is represented by an abstract state
which is concretized to a set of states containing the particular concrete state.
A third function, called abstraction function is defined in terms of these representation functions and together with the concretization function form a Galois
connection, if certain conditions are satisfied by this pair of functions. An important part is the abstract semantics which re-implements the transfer functions of
the concrete semantics; of course there are several requirements for these functions. The abstract semantics is used to solve the program analysis problem,
using a fixpoint style computation.

3

A General System Design

Let us consider a complex computational system, specified in K that has the
general configuration, denoted as Cglobal , which comprises of all semantic entities that are necessary to capture the system behavior. Following a top-down
approach, we take the Cglobal configuration and split it into a number of subconfigurations: C1 , C2 , . . . , Cn , not necessarily disjoint. There are several important observations with respect to this form of abstraction. First, at an informal
level, each sub-configuration should be used to capture a well-defined component
of the system. Second, at an organizational level, the configuration splitting determines two kinds of modules:
– structural module: the special computational cell k is not included in the
module’s sub-configuration
– functional module: the special computational cell k is included in the module’s sub-configuration, being actively involved in the overall system behavior
Each sub-configuration Ci is included into a separate module, and we return
to the implications of this aspect latter in this section. The k cell that is included
into Ci sub-configurations are used, apart from the computational purpose, to
pass messages among modules and to facilitate, in this way, the interaction between modules. Therefore, a concrete execution in this system is an interleaving
between computations and messages that are interchanged between modules. We
work under the following assumption: the nature of the computation in our setting is exclusively sequential - any message that is sent from a module is received
by exactly one other module. Of course, this model is amenable to extensions,
for example, to accommodate concurrent exchanges of messages.
Before we present in detail the components of this modular system for applications running in embedded environment, we refer to our main design target - to
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Input:
Mi with i = 1 ..n - a collection of K modules
with corresponding sub-configurations ci
Cj ,k with j , k = 1 ..n, j 6= k - the set of messages between modules
Mi and Mj
h hKik Rest iabst - the abstract configuration, with Rest
being abstraction specific
h iconcr - the wrapped concrete configuration
Output:
S - the abstract skeleton (a set of partially defined K rewrite rules
INIT
S ← S ∪ {hhinit => busyik Restiabst (. => hhC1 ,i (init)ik Resticoncr )}
STOP
forall Ci,j generate a rule skeleton as follows:
S ← S ∪ {h iabst (h h Ci,j => . ik ci iconcr )}
RESUME
forall Ci,j generate a rule skeleton as follows:
S ← S ∪ {h hbusy => . ik iabst (h h Ci,j ik ci iconcr ) => .}

Fig. 1. Methodology to generate a rule schemata

facilitate the process of defining abstractions. With respect to this aspect, we define abstractions in the following way: first wrap the concrete sub-configurations
of interest into a configuration wrap(Ci ), and then define the abstract configuration A, which has as sub-configuration wrap(Ci ).
It is important to notice that the K framework machinery (or the configuration abstraction) complete the partially defined specification. In this way, we
make a seamless integration of the concrete specification in an abstract execution environment. Going with the intuition even further, this form of abstraction
poses a side advantage. Because of the wrapped K cells, during the execution of
the K specification, only certain K rules are matched. Moreover, the abstraction
controls the ”concrete” execution and enables functionality reuse. A different
consequence of this modeling methodology is that it permits to implant certain
characteristics of the concrete semantic entities (i.e. timing or power consumption)
We present this methodology as a meta-algorithm, in Fig. 1, then we show
how we create an instance for the WCET analysis of embedded programs. The
part of abstraction encoding considers only a set of modules Mi of the general
system, each module having its representative sub-configuration wrapped into
the abstract configuration. These modules communicate via a set of messages
Cj,k that are sent through the computational cell k. Note that the set of structural modules are not explicitly represented in the set Mi , but they are freely
used, if their corresponding sub-configuration is part of the system’s of interest
configuration. The messages Cj,k become points of interest in the abstract ex-
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ecution. Basically, the abstraction monitors the concrete execution and, when
an event of interest is placed in the k cell, it stops the execution and process
(i.e. collects, updates) the available information. The algorithm produces a rule
schemata as a set S of K rewrite-rules, for all the involved modules and messages.
This meta-algorithm produces the rule schemata in three stages, named
INIT, STOP and RESUME, after the actions of interest on the concrete execution of the system. All the rules comply to the K notation and have two parts:
abstract, represented by the abst cell and concrete, represented by the concr
cell. Since the meta-algorithm generates a rule schemata on how to interleave
these two executions, the rules take into consideration the k cell, the only that
is responsible with the computation.
During the INIT stage, the abstract execution is initialized in two steps.
The abst cell has on top of its computation a special token called init that
symbolically represents the initial content of this cell. init is rewritten into
another special token, called busy, which signals the execution’s transfer to the
concrete counterpart, in the concr cell, which is just created. The content of the
corresponding k cell in concr has the message C1,i from the start module to all
the modules, i, that accept this message. The execution of an instance of the
meta-algorithm (an example is presented in the next section) is an interleaving
between computations taking place in the k cell of the abst and concr cells.
The second stage STOP presents the set of rules corresponding to stopping
the execution in the wrapped concrete part of the configuration. Regardless of
the information in abstr, the message Ci,j on top of the computation in concr
is consumed. The third part of the meta-algorithm, RESUME, show the set
of rules corresponding to the dual action of stopping the execution, with the
concr cell being dissolved. The execution continues in the abstract cell with
what remains of the computation and eliminating the special token busy. It is
important to notice that, for an abstract interpretation based analysis encoded
as an instance of this meta-algorithm, we do not select a particular abstract
state to carry it back into the concrete part and execute it there.

4
4.1

Modular Timing Analysis
The System

The K framework enables the modular and executable semantics specification of
programming languages. The key ingredient to system specification using K is
through configuration manipulation. Our proposed system considers, along with
the formal executable semantics of the assembly language, parametric specifications for behaviors of instruction and data cache memories, as well as for a main
memory system. The parametrization refers to both the cache structure (i.e. size,
associativity) and functionality (i.e. replacement policies, writing policies).
The overall system consists of a set of K modules, shown in Fig. 2. We
discuss next the functional modules Language Semantics Module, IC Module and
Main Memory, used in the abstraction encodings, as in Section 4.2 and Section
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4.3. For each of the enumerated modules we present the corresponding concrete
configurations, which from the methodology perspective are wrapped into the
concr cell (in Fig. 1).
Language Semantics - The complete K configuration for the assembly language is:
Config Lang ≡ h K ik h Reg ipc h Reg ilo h Reg ihi
h Reg ira h Bool ifcc h Bool ibreak hMap[Reg 7→ Val ] iregs h Map[FReg 7→ Val ] ifregs
The language configuration Config Lang has the computational cell k, the program
registers and two flags - break and fcc for abrupt termination of execution and
respectively a floating point parameter. The necessary language registers are
grouped into general-purpose registers (i.e. integer in regs and floating point
in fregs) and special registers. These latter ones include the program counter
value - the pc cell, the multiplication/division result registers - the lo and hi
cells, the return address of a function call - the ra cell. Each K cell displays its
corresponding sorting information.
Main Memory - We emulate the organization of an assembly file into code
and data sections, represented in the cmem cell and respectively dmem cell.
Config MM ≡ hK ik hMap[Addr 7→ Val ] icmem hMap[Addr 7→ Val ] idmem
The concrete main memory configuration Config MM plays an important role in
both control and data abstractions because it stores the input program.
IC Memory - The configuration for the instruction cache captures both organizational and structural semantic aspects:
ConfigIC ≡ hK ik hMap[Addr 7→ Instr ] iic hMap[Parm 7→ Val ]iparam hAddr irepl
hMap[Addr 7→ Val ] iages h Map[Type 7→ Val ] iprofile hV al iilen hAddr ifaddr
The ic and ages cells contain the instruction cache blocks and respectively
their associated age information. The repl cell has the address of the cache block
as the next eviction candidate (computed based on the blocks age). The profile
and param cells store the hit/miss counts and respectively the cache parameters
(i.e. size, associativity), while the ilen and faddr are the instruction length and
respectively the address of the first instruction in the program.
This system is designed to simulate the execution of a program on an underlying architecture, with the K module corresponding to the language semantics
plays the role of the processor. We call this the concrete execution of the system.
The execution of one instruction consists of a sequence of code and data requests
to the memory system, which in turn is represented by one or several K modules
(IC Module, DC Module and Main Memory in Fig. 2).
The modularity of our design allows us to define abstractions directly over
the existing modules, which are kept unmodified. The abstract configuration has
two components: (a) a definition-based set of K cells, derived from the concrete
definition of the system and (b) an abstraction-specific set of K cells, to represent abstract datatypes and other necessary auxiliary constructs. We elaborate
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Fig. 2. WCET Analyzer - The Module System

next on how we encode four abstractions: constant propagation and the interval
analysis in Section 4.2 and the ILP+AI combined method in Section 4.3. We
present these encodings from the abstract configuration point of view - what
concrete semantic entities are retained (in a concr cell) and what abstraction
specific entities are required (in an abst cell).
4.2

The Data Abstractions

The constant propagation and the interval analysis are widely used static analyses for WCET analysis, according to [22]. In this section we discuss how the executions of the constant propagation and interval analysis are integrated within
our methodology.
A constant propagation analysis produces, at each program point in the
program, the set of variables (i.e. register values) which have constant values.
According to the general scheme for an abstract interpretation based analysis,
presented in Section 2.2, we need to define the abstract domain and abstract
versions of the language operations. The unknown value of a variable should be
represented in the abstract domain by a special variable. Also, with respect to
the abstract versions of the operation, these are extensions of the concrete ones,
extended with the unknown value case.
This analysis requires, from the concrete system, the language registers and
the code memory, thus these semantic entities are wrapped in the abst cell. The
abstraction-specific component is empty. Therefore, the configuration for the
constant propagation, restricted to the integer domain, is the following:
ConfigCP ≡ h hMap[Reg 7→ Val ] iregs h Reg ilo h Reg ihi hV al ibreak
h Map[Addr 7→ Val ]icmem iabst
The interval analysis [16] relies on an abstract representation of a language
value as an interval. Our assembly language uses several types of values, integers
and floating points, and the interval-based values applies to all of them. Next,
we refer to the interval analysis encoding on the integer domain. The interval
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analysis generalizes the constant propagation and we follow the same design steps
as previously, from [22]. We start with the abstract domain, and in the case of
the interval analysis, we need to define new sorting information to capture the
interval bounds. This typing integration is seamless with respect to the semantics
rules in language semantics module, but the underlying builtin module should
be modified.
Once the abstract domain and the new builtin module are defined, we proceed
to integrate the interval analysis in the same spirit. Since this analysis generalizes
the constant propagation, there is the following relations between Config CP and
Config CP (defined below). The abst cell content of Config CP remains the same
(modulo interval-related sorting) and there is an abstraction-specific cell, called
mdop. The configuration for the interval analysis is defined as follows:
ConfigIA ≡ h h Map[Reg 7→ Val ] iregs hReg ilo h Reg ihi h V al ibreak
hMap[Addr 7→ Val ] icmem iabst h V al imdop
The encoding of the interval analysis requires this particular cell mdop because of the multiplication and division operations. The assembly language multiplication and division operations require two special registers hi and lo to store
the result (for the multiplication) or the quotient and the remainder (for the
division). A problem with the interval analysis is the rounding errors for lower
and upper bounds of the interval result, after such arithmetic operation. In the
case of the multiplication of two intervals, we use the mdop cell to store the
result, as an intermediate stage, which is then split and load into registers hi
and lo from abst.
4.3

The ILP+AI Approach

A successful approach for WCET analysis proposes (1) an integer linear programming (ILP) solution, for the path analysis and (2) uses abstract interpretation
(AI) for various micro-architecture elements or combinations of them. Point (1)
considers the program represented as an ILP problem, with two kinds of constraints: structural, which can be automatically extracted from the code and
functional, which could be the result of manual annotations. Point (2) classifies
the memory blocks used by the program, with respect to their instruction and
data cache behavior.
This respective ILP representation captures the flow information of the input
program, as integer linear constraints. Therefore, the core component of this
abstraction is the program counter value, pc, wrapped in the abst cell. The
configuration of the ILP structural constraints extraction is the following:
ConfigILP ≡ h hReg ilo h Map[Addr 7→ Val ] icmem iabst
hhAddrigaddr hValictridx hMap[PC 7→ K]isconstr iilp
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The abstraction-specific component of Config ILP contains a K cell called sconstr
to collect the ILP constraints, for each program point P C. The currently generated constraint index is in ctridx, and the target address, in case of a jump/branch
instruction is in gaddr.
The AI-based analysis for the instruction cache behavior computes sets of abstract cache states to classify each program instruction with respect to its cache
activity. For example, two classes of interest are: always-hit (result of a must
analysis) and always-miss (result of a may analysis). The core of this abstraction is the pair of cache content, in ic and its corresponding age information, in
ages. The associated join operations are based on intersection (for must analysis)
and reunion (for may analysis).
The configuration for the instruction cache behavior analysis is the following:
ConfigCA ≡ h h hMap[Addr 7→ Val ] iic h Map[Addr 7→ Val ] iages iaic
hMap[K 7→ Val]iparams iabst hKiatype hMap[PC 7→ K]icollect hKijres hAddrifaddr hValiilen
The set of abstraction-specific cells include the analysis type (may or must) in
atype, the result of the corresponding join operation, in jres and the abstraction
results in collect.
A final observation, the two data abstractions and the cache behavior abstraction could include, in their abstraction-specific part of the configuration a
special cell - cfg for a previously computed control flow graph of a program.
The execution of a program over this wrapped configurations is called the abstract execution. In the next section, we present implementation specific details
of the ILP+AI methodology for WCET analysis, starting with a core implementation of the system.

5

Implementation

In this section we discuss the implementation of an instance of the proposed
methodology, for timing analysis, presented in Section 4.1, from the perspective
of the ILP+AI method integration. For presentation purposes, we opt to present
this particular method rather than the two data abstractions, because of the
more complex configurations involved - Config ILP and Config CA . We use KMaude [8], a prototype implementation of the K framework done on top of
Maude system [5].
The ILP part monitors the execution between the language semantics and
the main memory module, having to stop the concrete execution on one single
message - instruction fetch request, while the AI part is more complex because
the system execution flow involves the cache memory module. Moreover, the
AI instance is parameterized by the cache structural and functional aspects
(i.e. cache size, associativity, replacement policy etc) and the corresponding join
operations for the may and must analyses are implemented in a generic fashion.
Since we build the abstractions over the concrete part, we plan to measure
the degree of reusability of the concrete specification during the abstract computation. During our abstract computation (either for the ILP or AI part), the
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name
locations concrete (%) abstract (%) total rewrites
icrc1
42
70.5
29.5
647
duffcopy
104
70.8
29.2
1519
expint
185
70.5
29.5
2761
adpcm decode
312
71.08
28.92
4403
adpcm encode
327
71.08
28.92
4645

Fig. 3. Results for the ILP structural constraints extraction
name
concrete (%) abstract (%) total rewrites
icrc1
23
77
22422
duffcopy
23.4
76.6
44064
expint
23.4
76.6
91158
adpcm decode
23.81
76.19
109560
adpcm encode
23.79
76.21
119052

Fig. 4. Results for the AI-based (may) analysis for instruction cache behavior
name
concrete (%) abstract (%) total rewrites
icrc1
22.1
77.9
23287
duffcopy
19.5
80.5
53368
expint
17.96
82.04
120064
adpcm decode
12.91
87.09
201942
adpcm encode
12.83
87.17
220679

Fig. 5. Results for the AI-based (must) analysis for instruction cache behavior with
implicit CFG

execution trace contains three kinds of rewrite rules and equations: two types those which belong to the concrete and respectively the abstract specification of
the system and one type - those generated by K-Maude. When we measure the
percentage of the abstract execution steps with respect to the total number of
execution steps, we ignore the tool generated ones. Hence, the total number of
rewrites, which appear under the column total rewrites in all three tables in
Fig. 3, 4 and 5, consists only of the rewrite rules and equations of our specification.
We select several of the Mälardalen benchmark programs [10] and run on
a 2.4 GHz Intel Core i5 MacBook Pro. We conduct the experiments on the
following programs: the cycle redundancy check computation icrc1, the Duff
device duffcopy, the exponential integral function computation expint and the
adaptive pulse code modulation algorithm of encode and decode. The size of each
of the programs is listed under the column locations in Fig. 3.
The first table records the results on the abstract execution for the ILP structural constraints generation. The third column concrete and the forth column
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abstract records the percentages of K rewrite rules and equations that belong
to the concrete, respectively abstract part of our system. The high percentage
of reusability of concrete code is because the wrapped concrete configuration is
simpler Config ILP than the one for cache behavior analysis (we recall that only
the pc register and the code memory are necessary to detect the program flow).
Also, this analysis does not rely on external functions, such as join operations,
on whose results we discuss next.
The tables in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 display the experimental results on the abstract interpretation-based analyses, may and respectively must, for the instruction cache behavior. Running both may and must analyses, having an implicit
representation of the CFG yields results in terms of reusability as the percentages get as low as 12% for the adpcm encode benchmark program (on must
analysis) and not higher than 24% for the adpcm decode program (on may analysis). These results emphasize that, in the worst case scenario (when the join
function is executed at every program point), there is still some percentage of
the concrete specification that can be reused. Actually, we define this as the
lower limit for the reusability factor, with respect to the specification (both concrete and abstract). Running the same analyses with an explicit CFG reduces
drastically the number of join points and the reusability factor hits 85% for the
adpcm encode and adpcm decode benchmark programs.

6

Conclusions

In this paper we proposed a modular WCET analysis which relies on a twophased K-based methodology for designing and reasoning about embedded systems. The first component allowed separation of concerns at the level of design,
while the second component was concerned with encoding abstractions over the
particular system. The concrete description of a system provided the base for
abstraction integration in the WCET analysis workflow. We encode the constant propagation, the interval analysis and the combined ILP+AI approach,
involving both program and processor behavior analyses. We tested the current
implementation on several benchmark programs, with the formal semantics kept
unmodified, measuring a factor of reusability of trusted, concrete definition.
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